
«This is an album that will make you want to visit Port Almond»

-Vinyl Tapestry Magazine UK

«This record is like an excellent cognac: soft, pleasantly mild and yet strong in flavor. A 
cognac is not a popular party drink, but something to sit down and enjoy in peace!»

5/5

-Vinyl-fan.de

«Once again, a Lowswing album with soul, value and longevity at a time when these things 
have become rarer than diamonds»

- Michael Bruss, LP Magazine

«In any case, the music of Port Almond is something you should love. It is quite experimental, 
spherical and dreamy and a lot is happening on the record. It contains a very rich palette of 
sounds»

-Blues Magazine NL

«Atmospheric, jazzy sort of americana»

4/4

-Heaven Music Magazine NL

«Port Almond is unusual. Very rarely, acoustic guitar and emotional singing are endowed with
extraordinary moods. But it is precisely the symbiosis of seemingly opposing musical 
directions that makes up the electrifying effect of the compositions»

-RockTimes NL

«So good it reminds of the old master Paul Simon»

4/5

-Indebenvan NL

«Port Almond is an album of great beauty»

-Real Roots NL

«Simonsen incorporates bits of jazz, post-rock and ambient – dreamy with an edge. 
Producer/engineer and Lowswing Records owner Guy Sternberg in Berlin (...) has made one 
of the best sounding albums released this year»

-HCTF/Hans Werksman

«Warm and honest songs: dreamy, folky, jazzy. Intimate and easeful for mind and body. 
Unique!



3,5/5

-Keys & Chords NL

«Exceptional talent for strong melodies»

-Livepodium NL

«This band sounds wonderfully unconventional yet familiar»

-Da Capo Schallplatten DE

«The album was recorded in Berlin in just three days without the use of computers, 
completely analogue and under time pressure. The end result is striking»

-Blogspot Music That Needs Attention

«A real jewel of a record» 

- Fidelity Magazine

«Outstanding, all-analog album from Port Almond» 

- Vinylexams USA


